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OUR 
PHILOSOPHY 
We think in terms of systems.

The track with its individual components forms
a system. The strength of a system arises
from the quality of the individual components
and their interaction. As manufacturer of
tamping machines, aggregates and system
solutions we improve and optimize this
interaction.
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MAIN BENEFITS 
OF SYSTEM7
TECHNOLOGY

Vibration only during penetration and 
compaction of the ballast 

Noise reduction over -7 dB each tamping cycle

Pressure transducers measure the achievable 
compaction of the ballast during squeezing

Less wear parts - no rotating parts or bearings 
inside the system7 tamping drive

Huge reduction of life cycle costs 

Detection of the ballast bed condition and optimum 
compaction through individual squeezing time 
under each sleeper

Automated operation and intelligent electronics

Contactless distance sensors measure the 
squeezing movement

More than -50% less respirable dust emission

Ballast bed report with analysis of the data 

 

www.s7-rail.com
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Tamping 
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UNIVERSAL
TAMPING 
MACHINE

S7 PLS 
16 4.0

THE REVOLUTION FOR 
HIGHEST TAMPING QUALITY 

OF PLAIN LINES AND 
SWITCHES

OUTSTANDING INNOVATIONS 
FOR A NEW 

TAMPING CULTURE
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UNIVERSAL
TAMPING 
MACHINE

S7 PLS 
16 4.0

Universal tamping machine S7 PLS 16. 4.0

The heart of the machine is the latest generation system7 
tamping bank with a patented full hydraulic tamping drive.

The tamping drive vibrates only when penetrating the ballast 
and during tamping.

There is no need for a large number of rotating and wearing drive 
parts. This means high savings in overhaul and maintenance 
costs.

Low-wear technologies such as disc brakes guarantee low life 
cycle costs for the entire tamping machine.

By integrating the additional lifting device into the main lifting 
unit, the switch is always automatically lifted at the same long 
sleeper.

The hydraulic squeezing cylinders are equipped with integrated 
contactless position sensors and pressure transducers which 
individually stop squeezing in system7 automatic tamping mode 
as soon as the optimum compaction force is reached. 

Optimum compaction of the ballast extends the durability of the 
track layer and reduces the wear and tear on the ballast.

Remarkable noise and dust reduction minimizes the burden 
of the operator and the environment.  

Each squeezing cylinder collects data of achieved ballast 
compaction and squeezing path. Thereof a quality figure for the 
ballast bed hardness is derived and uploaded to the infrastruc-
ture management web platform “INFRAME”. 

The tamping job is visible on a map with related GPS coordinates and an image of 
each sleeper surrounding.
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Universal tamping machine S7 PLS 16. 4.0

The data of the ballast bed report is automatically analysed 
using learnings and summarised outputs.

In addition to the graphical representation of the ballast bed 
properties and the compaction achieved, long-wave longitudinal 
faults before and after tamping are also drawn.

The system7 universal tamping machine is facilitating the operator’s tasks through 
automation as far as possible in manual mode and even offers an automatic tamping 
mode.

The necessary work information is displayed in the tamper’s field of vision. This is the 
ergonomically optimal position. For each tamping, the display signals the direction, 
height and cross level and the proper functioning of the aggregates and the measuring 
and control system.

The switch engineer is made up of several assistance systems such as:

 Lifting tool assistant - A laser scanner measures the area around the lifting  
 position in front of the lifting-lining unit and calculates the possible points of grip.

 Switch learning mode - It allows the operator to record and store the move- 
 ments and settings of the lifting-lining unit and the tamping units.
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The optical measuring system from system7 avoids the 
disadvantages of mechanical steel chords such as sagging, 
hooking, vibrating, breaking off, conflicts with obstacles in the 
machine, temperature drifts, etc.

Inertial
measuring

unit 

The system7 precision machine measurement system consists 
of a digital optical camera system mounted on the centre 
measuring carriage.

POWER-LED patterns are installed on the two outer measuring 
trolleys. The POWER-LEDS are equipped with lenses for light 
concentration. The luminosity is therefore very high, being 
independent of daylight, weather condtitions such as fog or rain 
and a contamination is automatically monitored.

The camera system detects the LED patterns by means of image 
recognition processes and recognizes them clearly and robustly. 
The system is fault-tolerant and continuously checks itself.

Universal tamping machine S7 PLS 16. 4.0

Absolute positioning system
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FULL 
HYDRAULIC

TAMPING
BANK/

CONVERSION
KIT

THE WHISPER-QUIET
TAMPING DRIVE THAT

 ONLY VIBRATES DURING 
PENETRATION & COMPACTION

UPGRADE YOUR EXISITING
 TAMPING MACHINE TO

A NEW 
TAMPING CULTURE
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FULL 
HYDRAULIC

TAMPING
BANK/

CONVERSION
KIT
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Full hydraulic tamping bank/ conversion kit

Low maintenance costs and quick amortisation of conversion. 

Significant reduction of noise and dust as the tamping 
drive only vibrates during penetration and compaction.

The optimum compaction of ballast reduces the track 
geometry deterioration rate.

The tamping drive conversion kit is available for most 
conventional tamping banks and offers the advantages 
of a full hydraulic tamping bank including system7 
automatic tamping mode and ballast bed analysis.

The system7 full hydraulic tamping machine is available for 
many conventional tamping machines as perfect replacement. 

During insertion into the ballast the amplitude and frequency of 
the tamping drive are variable and electronically controlled by an 
intelligent penetration assistant. 

This function was developed for hard ballast bed conditions to 
reduce the penetration force and related material stress of 
the tamping machine.
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TAMPING
HEAD 

ATTACHMENT
S7 THA

8 4.0

INTELLIGENT 
TAMPING 

THE REVOLUTION
IN TRACK MAINTENANCE
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TAMPING
HEAD 

ATTACHMENT
S7 THA

8 4.0
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Tamping head attachment S7 THA 8. 4.0

system7 has revolutionised tamping with excavators by 
integrating its full hydraulic tamping drive technology from the 
tamping machine into an excavator tamping attachment.

The amplitude and frequency are variable and controlled 
automatically for easier penetration. Whilst compacting, 
the frequency of 35 Hz at the tamping drive is kept constant.

An automated tamping cycle can be selected after pre-
selecting the desired squeezing time, penetration depth 
and number of immersions per tamping cycle.

The full hydraulic drive only vibrates during penetration and 
compaction of the ballast – the rest of the time it stands still. 
This results in a reduction of maintenance costs.

The noise is significantly reduced by stand-still periods 
and emission of respirable dust more than 50% less in 
comparison with conventional tamping banks.

The opening width of the tamping banks is variable and is 
also suitable to tamp double sleepers. Each tamping bank 
can be independently controlled and hydraulically slides 
out for working in switches.

Wheel positions for gauges range from 750 mm and 1,668 mm 
can be adjusted according to customer requirements. 
Standard positions 1,000, 1,435 and 1,600mm.  

Like the system7 universal tamper also the tamping head 
attachment offers remote diagnostics and service.

IDEAL FOR SPOT REPAIR

The tamping head attachment was developed to 
close the gap between large and small main-
tenance works. For spot tamping this tamping 
system is ideal and prevents the costs of a 
dedicated tamping machine. The system7 
mounted tamping unit delivers the technical 
advantages of fully hydraulic tamping for nearly 
all excavator models.
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APPROVED FOR 
RAILWAYS & 

BUS APPLICATIONS

INCREASES YOUR
SERVICE INTERVAL

OIL
MANAGER

4.0
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Oil manager 4.0

It automatically measures the oil level of the diesel engine 
and keeps it at the optimum level.

The standard reservoir tank size for rail vehicles is 20l and 
for buses 12l. It can also get produced according to customer 
requirements.

The oil manager features: 

 a field-proven robust pump unit 

 a stainless-steel metering tank

 an electronic monitoring unit

 an analogue filling level sensor

 a tilt sensor

ADVANTAGES:

 Prevents engine damage from excessive or too low oil levels

 Reduces oil consumption (by up to 30%)

 Prevents external oil filter contamination and extends the service interval

 Makes it easier to plan diesel engine servicing and maintenance work

 Is suitable for all diesel engines, road-rail vehicles, passenger trains, track construction machines, 
 diesel locomotives, ships, diesel-driven emergency generators and any type of built-in engine
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SATISFACTION
CUSTOMER

„...I didn‘t want to buy just another tamping machine, but a new autonomous 
tamping robot. Digitalisation and Industry 4.0 are the future for GCF and 
system7 has fully integrated them in this new autonomous tamping robot...“
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SATISFACTION
CUSTOMER

„...The availability of the system7 universal precision tamping machine 
PLS-16.4.0 is 99.5 percent and shows the high reliability of the
system7 tamping machine in heavy-duty use...“
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REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS AND SERVICE

system7 offers remote diagnostics and service.

Spare parts can get ordered online via the 3D spare parts 
catalogue.

The latest version of the spare parts catalogue is always 
accessible for our customers.

Our service team is available for our clients 24/7 on 
365 days a year.

 

Remote diagnostics and service

3D spare parts catalogue
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The information, data and drawings contained in system7‘s brochures have only 
informative character and there can be derived therefrom explicitly no claims 
whatsoever against the company. These details etc. are only binding for system7 
if they are expressly the content of a contract concluded between system7 and 
the buyer or if they are promised in writing by system7 in the course of an order 
confirmation.

www.s7-rail.com
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